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There are some on our planet who believe you can't handle the truth, so the truth has been hidden

for millennia. The only problem is the truth is coming backÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Ã‚Â Early.Some of the crazy

history shows on cable TV might not have the answers, but at least they ask the right

questions.Homicide detective, Leira Berens is in a race against a magical force with a mischievous

troll by her side with a penchant for swearing. The stakes are real. And so is the magical world she

just visited.An elven prince is dead, a timebomb as a necklace is loose in her world, and her mother

may not be crazy. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a lot. But with help from unexpected places, Leira is going to

accomplish more than she ever thought possible.Welcome to The Revelations

ofÃ‚Â Oriceran.Because some believeÃ‚Â you can't handle the truth.
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I would suggest you read the prequel. As teasers go it will grab your attention right off the blocks.

The main character is an Austin homicide detective who is young and very good at what she does,



and as it turns out is tagged to find the murderer of an elven prince. Comp!ovations and twists arise

as they will and there is a time limit as well. Good story and complex, developed characters with

none of the typos, grammatical errors, or inconsistencies beginning authors are prone to. I plan on

making this author a favorite and hope she writes for a long time to come.

I love Michael and his BA universe, but I am glad to see him collaborate with you on a new universe,

and take a step out of his comfort zone. I am, of course, giving you credit for that kick out of the box.

 Seriously, this is a fun universe. Love the troll, except Correk made her put him to sleep for

basically the last part of the book. Would love to see Yumfuck learn more things and perhaps help

Leira out more in her investigations. Not exactly sure what to think about Correk...Not sure if I am

supposed to like him or not. He is definitely the "guide" or teacher for Leira's journey. I hope to see

him evolve some more as well.The world of Oriceran is complex in its characters, opening up to

many situations and possible tales. Looking forward to seeing where things go in this world.

And boy is she Sassy! I also like that there are "witches" that watch out for them and cover up so

they can accomplish their mission. But also that they stop unauthorized magic from going wild. This

would not be good, not only would it freak out the religious nuts in the world, but it would attract bad

characters and military to try and use it for nefarious reasons or greed. One thing is sure, if she can

get her mom free that would help find her grandmother and maybe down the line they could work

together. I love the trolls name too, it made me laugh also. That was a hilarious idea. And the cup!

so cute. Wondering if "THE AUTHORS" wife has enough pillows yet?

Breathlessly awaiting the next installment of Leira and Yumfuck. Maybe even a little Bert (Correk)

thrown in the mix just for intrigue.If not for my two miniature guys running around the house, I'm

certain I would have finished this book yesterday. Yet another winner from MA and company.

Maybe one day I'll be one of those amazing authors, though I think my style might be a little bit more

technical, less grab you and pull you in... I'll have to work on that I suppose.Meanwhile, 6500 years

is a long damn time, sure we couldn't spring forward a few thousand years for the next one? LOL

Either way, I'm sure I'm going to love finding out how the next book goes, so try not to keep us

waiting too long. :)Transparent Tigers: The Beginning

AARRGGGGHH! Pantpantpantgaspgasp!! Heavy teeth grinding,nose running and nit caring where

it drips or who it drips on!!!! How can I sleep when all of these great and powerful characters keep



leaping off the screen at me!? If you're looking for fantasy with humorous and tough people (who

ain't crying at the drop of a hat!) Then GET these Martha Carr gems you will not be disappointed I

say again "YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED! ")

I wasn't sure I was going to like a different universe from an author I have come to know and

thoroughly enjoy through the Kutherian Gambit Stories. Boy am I glad I decided to give the Ocireran

Stories a chance. These stories have the same lighthearted style, and like the Kutherian stories they

don't drag you down by dwelling on the dark side. I love this series. Also thanks for the link to the

mugs, I now am the proud owner of a Ytt mug...love that troll.ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€š

Great start to a completely new world. Bravo on a solid opening. I have no doubt that your nerves

we on edge pouring yourself into a book and handing it to the readers of TQB's world. Fear not,

you've done a great job...For this that read this to see if they want to pick it up... it is not part of the

K'verse, and that's okay. It exists in its own world... for now (they may slide together later, nor never

who knows with MA).THIS book has solid characters that you want to learn more about, people who

represent those you might know going through things we can only dream of, really none of it is

reality even if it seems to take place there.Looking forward to #2

This story ended in a bang of sorts. It was a great follow-up to the introduction brought on by book

0. On the other hand I was disappointed that I now have to wait for book 2. The pace of this story

didn't seem as frantic as the introduction, but it still zipped along. A Homicide Detective Royal Elf

with a Troll in trail, the rest of the series should be pretty fun reading.
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